BUILDING TODAY’S INDUSTRIAL AND OEM SOLUTIONS FOR TOMORROW

The Anixter Difference

An optimized supply chain can be your greatest competitive advantage. We search for ways to help simplify project execution and avoid delays while aligning with your business to create efficiencies, control costs and improve productivity. With more than 65,000 products in stock, Anixter has the largest and broadest wire and cable product offering in the world, and regardless of your application, our technical and supply chain expertise can help industrial and OEM customers successfully manage wire, cable and support and supply product procurement and deployment.

Technical Expertise

Anixter is the only distributor with a dedicated electrical engineering staff. Through our global engineering support, we can manage multiple engineering specifications and provide guidance in every standard and code. Our technical experts help customers select electrical and electronic cables that provide system reliability and longevity as well as regulatory compliance.

- On-site troubleshooting
- Condition assessment
- Failure analysis
- Termination training
- Code and standard interpretation
- Product selection assurance
- Custom specification reviews
- Infrastructure Solutions Lab™
- Cable installation calculations
- Product inspections and tests

Services

Reducing costs, saving time, improving productivity and mitigating risks are our goals for every customer and project. With our customizable Supply Chain Solutions, you can eliminate costs, address sustainability requirements, enhance your focus on your core competencies and stay competitive in the marketplace.

- In country sourcing
- Part number consolidation
- Copper price risk mitigation (futures)
- Inventory management and visibility
- Cable management
- Reduction of scrap and overruns
- Cable yard reel tracking tool
- Kitting
- Construction deployment services (PARASPIN™, PARAPULL™, PARAPLEX™, SPEEDPULL®)
- Lead time management
- Just-in-time delivery
- eCommerce

Global Capabilities

With locations in over 300 cities and approximately 50 countries, Anixter can provide a global distribution network and expertise with local in-country language, customs and currency expertise. This allows us to apply a “best country” sourcing strategy that focuses on value creation, total cost of ownership and risk management.

- In-country sourcing and quality assurance
- Inbound logistics management from different manufacturers
- Import and export document preparation and coordination

1.800.ANIXTER | aniext.com

### Our Products

**Wire, Cable and Connectivity**
- Armored
- Building wire
- Coaxial
- Connectivity
- Copper cabling solutions
- Fiber optic cabling solutions
- Flat cable
- Flexible
- High-temperature
- Instrumentation
- Medium voltage
- Portable cord
- Power and control
- Shipboard
- Thermocouple
- Utility
- Lead wire
- Multipair, multicoreductor
- Telecom
- Security and audio/video

**Voice and Networking**
- Headsets
- Network switches

**MRO**
- Abrasives and cutting tools
- Adhesives, sealants and tapes
- Chain link, connecting link, chain sling and rope
- Consumerables and supplies
- Desiccants, dryers, oil sorb and PCB absorbent
- Hand tools
- Materials handling
- Paint, lubricant and coating
- Power tools
- PPE
- Signs, tags and markers

**Lighting and Controls**
- Ballast
- Lamps
- Lamp holders
- Lighting control
- Lighting fixtures

**Power, Controls and Communication**
- Cord sets
- Fuses and fuse accessories
- Industrial Ethernet
- Industrial control transformers
- Industrial enclosures
- Low-voltage control products
- Media converters
- Panel component and cable management
- Patch cords
- Power quality
- Power supply
- Uninterrupted power supply (UPS)

**Security Solutions**
- Access control
- Door locking hardware
- DVRs and NVRs
- Fire and life safety
- Intrusion detection
- Video surveillance cameras (analog and IP)
- Video management software
- Servers and storage
- Security infrastructure and low voltage

**Support and Supply Products**
- Cable ties
- Cable tray
- Connectors
- Cord grips
- Enclosures
- Firestop
- Identification
- Lugs
- Medium-voltage terms and splices
- Racks and cabinets
- Terminals
- Test equipment
- Tools
- Tubing
- Wiring duct

### Our Manufacturer Partners (not available in all geographies)
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